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Bilayer char ether ph 
analog of th urfactant 
g I ycerop hosp holipid dipalmitoyl phosphatidylcholine 

Victor Skita,l.*.t David W. Chester,t Carey J. Oliver,t Joe G. Turcotte,§ 
and Robert H. Notter** 

Department of Biochemistry* and Biomolecular Structure Analysis Center, t University of Connecticut 
Health Center, 263 Farmington Avenue, Farmington, CT 06030-2017; Department of Medicinal 
Chemistry, § University of Rhode Island, Kingston, RI 02881; and Departments of Pediatrics, Chemical 
Engineering, and Environmental Medicine: * University of Rochester, Rochester, NY 14642 

Abstract Thermal and lyotropic phase behavior was studied 
by X-ray diffraction and differential scanning calorimetry for a 
diether phosphonolipid analog (DEPN-8) of the major lung sur- 
factant glycerophospholipid dipalmitoyl phosphatidylcholine 
(DPPC). DEPN-8 differs in an ether, rather than an ester, bond 
at the acyl chain-backbone linkage and a headgroup phos- 
phonate (isosteric methylene substitution) versus phosphate con- 
stituent. Analysis of lamellar diffraction maxima demonstrated 
that at high relative humidity (98%) and temperatures below the 
liquid crystal phase transition ( - 45OC), DEPN-8 formed inter- 
digitated bilayers with a characteristic periodicity of 41.9- 
46.5 A .  At low humidity the gel phase DEPN-8 bilayers were 
characteristic of a notmal Lo phase with a periodicity equiva- 
lent to DPPC (57-59 A). Above the liquid crystal thermal phase 
transit@, bilayer spacing for both DEPN-8 and DPPC was 
51-52 A ,  characteristic of the L, phase. Complete assessments 
of both lamellar and in-plane X-ray scattering used to construct 
electron density profiles and structure-factor plots for DEPN-8 
defined more fully the interdigitated bilayer state at high humid- 
ity and low temperature. Compared to DPPC, it is energetically 
favorable for DEPN-8 to form interdigitated bilayers under con- 
ditions of excess water and low temperature. The flexible charac- 
ter of the ether bonds in DEPN-8 allows increased hydrophobic 
interactions between acyl chains, without generating a steric 
penalty from the increased packing density of the molecules. Ad- 
ditionally, the ether bond and the phosphonate moiety may 
allow for more energetically favorable interactions between the 
choline portion of the headgroup and water. The DEPN-8 ether 
linkage may also contribute to the improved adsorption and film 
respreading found previously for this phosphonolipid compared 
to DPPC.-Skita, V., D. W. Chester, C .  J. Oliver, J. G. 
Turcotte, and R. H. Notter. Bilayer characteristics of a diether 
phosphonolipid analog of the major lung surfactant glycero- 
phospholipid dipalmitoyl phosphatidylcholine. J Lipid Res. 
1995. 36: 1116-1127. 

Supplementary key words 
X-ray diffraction differential scanning calorimetry 

DEPN * interdigitated lamellar phase 

components of cell and organelle membranes. Phospho- 
lipids by their amphipilic nature are ideally suited as the 
building blocks of interfacial structures. They interact 
with water, ions, water soluble proteins and molecules, 
membrane proteins and receptors, and other membrane 
and cell components. The  interactions of phospholipids in 
bilayers and related aggregates is also relevant for the ac- 
tivity of pulmonary surfactant, a complex mixture of 
glycerophospholipids and specific apoproteins synthesized 
and secreted by type I1 epithelial cells in the alveoli of the 
mammalian lung (1, 2). Such interactions affect not only 
the adsorption of lung surfactant to the alveolar air- 
hypophase interface, but also its surface tension lowering 
and respreading under dynamic compression in the resul- 
tant interfacial film during breathing ( 3 ,  4). Although a 
significant amount of research on phospholipid bilayers 
and the surface activity of phospholipid films has been 
done (see ref. 5), little information is available on bilayer 
characteristics that correlate with specific interfacial 
properties important for lung surfactant. 

To help define relationships between the molecular 
structure and surface active behavior of phospholipid-like 
molecules, Turcotte et al. (6-8) have synthesized a series 
of eleven phosphonolipid compounds, all with saturated 
C16 acyl chain moieties similar to dipalmitoyl phos- 
phatidylcholine (DPPC), the most prominent molecular 
constituent of pulmonary surfactant ( 3 ,  4). In addition to 
a headgroup phosphonate, these compounds have amide 
o r  ether (rather than ester) linkages at the alkyl chain- 
backbone junction, and a range of N-headgroups from 
quaternary ammonium forms through primary amines 

The  physical chemical behavior of phospholipids 
hydrated bilayers underlies their biological activity 

in 
as 

Abbreviations: DSC, differential scanning calorimetry; MLV, multi- 
lamellar vesicles; rh, relative humidity; PSD, position-sensitive detector. 

'To whom correspondence should be addressed. 
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(6-8). Studies of the dynamic surface activity of these 
phosphonolipids in surface films and in dispersions show 
that several have surface tension lowering ability equiva- 
lent to DPPC, while exhibiting more rapid adsorption 
andfor better film respreading during repetitive cycling 
(6-10). The present study investigates in detail the bilayer 
behavior of one such compound (DEPN-8), a diether 
phosphonolipid analog of dipalmitoyl phosphatidylcholine 
(7). X-ray diffraction and differential scanning colorimetry 
(DSC) are used to measure physical properties of oriented 
multilayer samples of DEPN-8 and DPPC as a function 
of temperature and hydration. The experiments demon- 
strate that at temperatures below its liquid crystal transi- 
tion, the highly hydrated phosphonolipid analog forms 
interdigitated bilayers at high relative humidity. This 
property may contribute significantly to the improved 
film respreading found previously for DEPN-8 compared 
to DPPC (7, 9, 10). 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Phosphonolipids and phospholipids 
1,2-Dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DPPC) 

was purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL) 
at a purity of > 99%. Trimethyl (3-phosphonopropyl) am- 
monium (R)(S)-mono (2,3-bis-(hexadecyloxy)-propyl) ester 
(DEPN-8) was synthesized according to methods defined 
previously (8). Both DPPC and DEPN-8 gave single spots 
on thin-layer chromatography with solvent system C (ll), 
and DEPN-8 was > 98% pure with a single minor con- 
taminant on one-dimensional thin-layer chromatography 
with CHC13-CH30H-20% CH3NH2-HZO 60:36:10:0.3 
(v/v). DEPN-8 purity was also verified to be unchanged 
at the conclusion of selected calorimetry and X-ray ex- 
periments. 

Sample preparation 
Oriented multilayer stacks of DEPN-8 and DPPC for 

X-ray diffraction or DSC were prepared from sonicated 
dispersions of multilamellar vesicles (MLVs). Solid 
DEPN-8 was added to distilled water (1 mg/ml) at room 
temperature, sonicated briefly ( < 5 sec) in a bath sonica- 
tor (Bransonic 12, Branson Cleaning Equipment Co., 
Shelton, CT) to break up large particles, and cycled 
through a minimum of three freeze-thaw cycles (cooling 
with dry ice-acetone mixture, heating to 45-48OC). The 
resulting turbid mixture was probe-sonicated for 120 sec 
(Sonicator Model W-220F, Heat Systems-Ultrasonics, 
Inc., Plainview, NY), and warmed above 45OC (12) to give 
an opalescent MLV suspension. DPPC was suspended as 
MLVs with similar heatlcool cycling without added soni- 
cation. Final lipid concentrations were verified by phos- 
phate assay (13). Two hundred fifty pl of MLV suspension 
was sedimented onto aluminum foil substrates by cen- 

trifugation at 85,000 g for 3 h at 5OC in a specially 
designed sedimentation cell (14). The supernatant was 
discarded and the pellet was dehydrated overnight to 98% 
relative humidity (rh) at 8OC to facilitate fusion into 
membrane sheets (15, 16). For subsequent diffraction 
study, fused multilayer stacks of DEPN-8 or DPPC were 
mounted onto curved glass supports (17). 

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) 
DSC experiments used a DuPont 2910 Thermal Analy- 

sis System. Fused multilayer stacks of DEPN-8 or DPPC 
initially at 98% rh were subsequently equilibrated (3- 
3.5 h) to different fixed hydration levels in specially 
designed chambers at 4OC (D. Chester and B. Shnayder, 
unpublished results). Saturated salts used to control rh 
were: KzS04 (95-98%), KNOs (88-96%), ZnSO, (93%), 
NaZC4H4O6 (91%), [NH4IzSO4 (79-84%), NaCl (75%), 
or NaN02 (60-70%); the range of equilibrium rh between 
O°C and 5OoC for each salt is shown in parentheses (18). 
DSC scans were performed over the temperature range of 
5 to 55OC at a rate of 2OC/min unless otherwise stated. 

X-ray diffraction 

Phase characteristics for DEPN-8 and DPPC were ini- 
tially surveyed as a function of temperature and rh using 
small-angle X-ray diffraction to determine the average 
periodicity of the bilayer stacks (d, the unit cell repeat 
along the membrane stacl-ing direction). An Elliott GX-18 
rotating anode X-ray generator (Enraf-Nonius, Delft, 
The Netherlands) provided Cu K X-radiation that was 
focused on the detector face (300 pm FWHM at focus) in 
the horizontal direction with a home-built single Franks' 
mirror based on the original design (19). Kg radiation 
was filtered with Ni foil leaving K, X-rays (A = 1.54 A),  
trimmed by beam-defining slits in the vertical direction to 
- 2  mm. Guard slits reduced parasitic scatter horizon- 
tally and vertically, and background scatter was reduced 
with He-filled beam paths. Lamellar scatter was recorded 
with a Braun one-dimensional quartz wire position- 
sensitive detector (PSD) (Innovative Technologies, New- 
buryport, MA) aligned along the horizontal axis parallel 
to the membrane stacking direction. The PSD was 
mounted on the 28 axis of a 2-axis diffractometer, allow- 
ing precise determination of the number of detector chan- 
nels as a function of 28. During data collection, samples 
were placed at the origin of the 6 axis, with a specimen 
to detector distance of -300 mm. Samples were aligned 
in the X-ray beam with the membrane planes oriented at 
grazing incidence with respect to the incident X-ray 
beam, followed by small adjustments to maximize the 
count rate of the diffracted signal. A tantalum beamstop 
was used to block the direct X-ray beam. 

At the start of each diffraction study, multilayer samples 
were thermally annealed by three heatlcool cycles bust 
above 6OoC, 15 min, room temperature], passing through 
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the gel to liquid-crystal transition temperature (T,). 
Short X-ray exposures taken with the PSD during anneal- 
ing demonstrated the expected phase changes (12), as well 
as a marked improvement in the coherent difiaction sig- 
nal indicating that the samples were uniformly hydrated 
and reasonably well-ordered. For diffraction studies at 
fixed relative humidity, temperature was first lowered to 
the minimum value to be investigated, allowed to equili- 
brate, and an X-ray diffraction pattern was collected. 
Temperature was then raised, and the process was 
repeated. Prior to the change in relative humidity, the 
temperature was first raised above the L, transition and 
a diffraction pattern was collected to assess sample stabil- 
ity. As noted earlier, rh for some of the saturated salts 
varies as a function of temperature. At the end of a typical 
experiment, DEPN-8 samples were equilibrated at 66% 
rh and 59.OoC, and were then re-equilibrated to 98% rh 
and 5-9OC prior to an additional X-ray exposure to assess 
stability and reversibility. Experiments with DEPN-8 
were also conducted with the sample initially at the 
highest temperature, and sample temperature decreased 
during the course of the exposure sequence. Samples were 
allowed to equilibrate for 2 9 0  min between exposures. 
Three DEPN-8 and two DPPC samples were used in this 
study. Each sample was cycled through at least twice. 

Diffraction data reduction 

Raw data files from the PSD were transferred to a VAX 
8250 (Digital Equipment Corporation, Maynard, MA) 
and reduced using a suite of small-angle scattering soft- 
ware developed at the University of Pennsylvania (V. Skita 
and R. Fischetti, unpublished results) and subsequently 
updated at the University of Connecticut (V. Skita, un- 
published results). Data files were first corrected for detec- 
tor uniformity and linearity. From a least square fit of the 
diffraction peak position (converted from channels to 28) 
versus peak index, d and 26 = 0 (i.e., the reciprocal space 
origin) were determined. The final data were converted 
from 28 to s (s = 2sinOIX). 

Electron density profiles 

Two-dimensional X-ray diffraction patterns were col- 
lected and analyzed to determine electron density profile 
structures. Complete lamellar and in-plane diffraction 
patterns were measured using X-ray film (Kodak DEF-5, 
Kodak, Rochester, NY). A specimen to detector distance 
of -60 mm was used to detect both the high and low 
angle pattems simultaneously. The X-ray beam was fo- 
cused in the horizontal direction as above, with the verti- 
cal height of the beam reduced to approximate point- 
focus. Film packets (two-four films) were mounted on the 
26-axis of the 2-circle diffractometer. For calibration, a 
series of direct beam exposures of -1 sec were taken at 
fixed intervals of 28, and the resulting film was digitized 
using the same parameters as the two-dimensional 

diffraction patterns. Exposure times for experiments 
measuring complete lamellar and in-plane scattering 
ranged from 18 to 24 h. 

High resolution film patterns were digitized using an 
Optronics P1700 scanner (Optronics, Chelmsford, MA) 
with a resolution of 100 pm. Lamellar scatter was radially 
integrated using a modified version of the “butterfly” in- 
tegration algorithm developed at Princeton University 
(20). The integration parameters were chosen to totally 
encompass each reflection. Typical mosaic spread was 
30-504 The resultant one-dimensional function was 
background corrected using a cubic spline fit (21) and 
subsequently converted from channels to s to yield I(s). 
Data were indexed and the average periodicity was calcu- 
lated as described above. Diffraction peaks were in- 
tegrated to yield the integrated intensity, I(h), and 
Lorentz corrected (for a complete discussion see refs. 22, 
23) by a factor of h to yield I’(h). Electron density profiles 
[e(.) = 5 1 ~(x,y,z)dwdy] were calculated over the range 
z = f d/2 according to the Fourier transform: 

h 

h = l  d 

h = hmax ___ 
e(.) = C JI’(h) cos(2r z - ) cP(h) Eq. 1) 

where h = diffraction order; h,,, = the highest observed 
diffraction order; and 4(h) = cosine of the hth order 
phase [O or n, for centrosymmetric e(.)]. 4(h) was initially 
determined by physical reasonableness (24) as the num- 
ber of non-zero reflections was small (4-5). As an addi- 
tional test of our phase assignments, we required con- 
sistency among structure factors calculated for nearly 
isomorphous structures. The high angle regions of two- 
dimensional diffraction patterns were integrated radially 
to yield acyl chain spacing, and angularly to ascertain 
chain orientation with respect to the membrane stacking 
direction. 

The structure factor F(s) was calculated from each elec- 
tron density profile for DEPN-8 from the equation: 

d/2 
F(s) = e(.) exp(2risz) dz Eq. 2) 

- dl2 

for O<s<h,,Jd). Note, I’(h) = IF(s)1* evaluated at 
s = h/d. Finally, +(h) was evaluated for several data sets 
according to the method of Sayre (25). 

RESULTS 

The periodicity values of DPPC and DEPN-8 bilayers 
are summarized in Table 1 and lfrble 2, respectively. The 
phase diagram for DPPC has been determined previously 
by several investigators using several different methods 
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TABLE 1. Summary of experimentally determined periodicities (A)  for DPPC 

Temperature 'C 

% rh 5-9 10-14 15-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49 50-54 55-59 60-64 

95-98 59.7 59.5 58.0 51.8 
91 58.6 58.6 58.0 51.7 
79-84 55.0 57.2 57.1 52.2 
75 56.8 57.2 57.1 51.4 
60-70 56.6 56.8 50.9 

Periodicities have a maximum error of f 0.5 A .  

(see ref. 5). Below its gel to liquid crystal transition tem- 
perature of 41-42OC, DPPC bilayers exhibited the ex- 
pected periodicity (55-59 8) and acyl chain behavior in- 
dicative of an Lp- phase over a range of relative 
humidities (Table 1). In contrast, at temperatures below 
its T, of -45OC, DEPN-8 had repeat periods varying 
from - 42 A to 58 A ,  with the smaller repeat consistent 
with an interdigitated phase (Table 2). This interdigitated 
phase for DEPN-8 bilayers below T, existed at high rela- 
tive humidities, and disappeared as humidity was lowered 
to -85% or below (Table 2). Above T, both DEPN-8 
and DPPC bilayers exhibited the reduced periodicity of 
51-52 A characteristic of the La phase (Tables 1, 2). 

Characteristic one-dimensional diffraction patterns for 
DEPN-8 in the interdigitated lamellar phase (Lint), gel- 
crystalline phase (Lp), or liquid-crystalline phase (La) are 
shown in Fig. 1. Figure 1A (95-98% rh, t = 15.OoC) is a 
typical diffraction pattern for Li,,,, with a periodicity of 
46.5 A .  Note the absence of a fourth order, and the 
presence of a relatively strong third order. The diffraction 
peaks are sharp, and show almost no broadening as h in- 
creases, indicative of very little lattice disorder (for a com- 
plete discussion of disorder, see ref. 22). In Fig. 1B 
(95-98% rh, t = 26.6OC), DEPN-8 is still in Lint with a 
periodicity of 44.6 A .  The pattern is very similar to Fig. 
lA, except that a small fourth order is observed. 

Figure 1C (95-98% rh, t = 36.8OC) shows a more com- 
plicated diffraction pattern for DEPN-8, with numerous 
peaks indicative of multiple phases. The overall pattern 
shows both Lp and interdigitated gel phases. Peaks la, 
2a, 3a, 4a arise from a 56.9 A lattice (Lp); peaks lb, 2b, 
3b from a 40.8 A lattice (Lint); peaks IC, 2c, 3c, 4c from 
a 60 A lattice (Lp); and peaks Id, 3d from a 45 A lattice 
(Lint). Peak IC is a small shoulder on the low angle side of 
peak la, and peaks 2b, 3c and 3c, 4c could not be resolved 
from each other. A predicted peak (2d) at 0.0444 A-l was 
also not observed and two peaks at 0.0385 and 0.0602 A-1 
(arrows) could not be indexed. 

Figure 1D (95-98% rh, t = 43.6OC) shows DEPN-8 
just below its T,. The sample is phase separated, with 
the majority of bilayers typical of the Lo phase and a 
periodicity of 57.2 A .  Peaks 1-4 arise from this lattice, 
with a strong fourth order and relatively weak second and 
third order. All diffraction orders are sharp indicating 
negligible lattice disorder. Peak 1' and 4' index at 49.9 A 
and are indicative of a small fraction of coexisting La 
phase. 

Figure 1E (95-98% rh, t = 45.6OC), just above the T, 
of DEPN-8, is a typical diffraction pattern for an L, 
phase with a periodicity of 51.8 A.  The second and third 
orders are increased in magnitude compared to DEPN-8 
in the Lp phase (Fig. 1D). The diffraction peaks are 

TABLE 2. Summary of experimentally determined periodicities (A)  for DEPN-8 

Temperature "C 

% rh 5-9 10-14 15-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49 50-54 55-59 60-64 

95-98 46.9 46.5 44.6 58/41 57/50 51.8 51 
91 44.5 43.1 50.9 
79-84 59.6 59.2 <58> 52.4 50.7 
75 59.4 58.7 <57> 51 50.6 
60-70 58.2 57.8 57.4 51.4 

When two numbers are given, the second represents the periodicity of a significant second phase. Numbers in 
brackets represent the average periodicity for multiple domains in one phase. Periodicities have a maximum error 
of f 0.5 A .  
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Fig. 1. Diffraction patterns for phosphonolipid DEPN-8 at 98% rh. From the least square fit of the difl'raction peak position Venus peak index, 
both d and I(0) were determined. The abscissa has been converted to reciprocal Angstroms (A-') for clarity. Note, I(s) = I(h/d), where d is the periodic- 
ity of a given lattice, and h is the peak index (Le., diffraction order number). The diffraction patterns shown in the figure have not been Lorentz 
corrected. The intensity around I(0) is due to parasitic scatter from the beamstop. The insert has been scaled 20x in panel A, and lox in panels 
B-F. A) Temperature equal to 15.OoC, B) 26.6OC, C) 36.9OC, D) 43.6OC, E) 45.6OC, and F) 55.3OC. Artifacts due to diffraction of K, X-rays from 
the 57 2 A lattice due to incomplete K, filtration are shown by the arrows in D), while the shoulder at 0.0175 is due diffraction of K, X-rays 
from rhe 51.8 A lattice in E), and the shoulder at 0.0178 A'' is due to diffrartion of K,j X-rays from the 51.0 A lattice in F). 
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sharp, and show almost no broadening as h increases, in- 
dicative of minimal lattice disorder. Figure 1F (95-98% 
rh, t = 55.3OC) is a similar L, diffraction pattern for 
DEPN-8 with a periodicity of 51.0 A .  

Figure 2 is a composite of the two-dimensional film 
pattern for DEPN-8 at 98% rh and 7.8OC (panel A) and 
24OC (panel B). Both the low angle lamellar (vertical arcs 
along the horizontal axis) and high angle equatorial data 
(arc with its “maxima” at the top and bottom of the figure) 
are apparent. In the diffraction pattern in panel A, note 
the absence of h = 4, 6-8 along the lamellar axis. A small 

amount of the sample has phase separated into the 42 A 
Lj,,, phase as evidenced by a small arc between h = 3 and 
5, and the small arc on the high angle side of h = 9. 
These arcs index as h = 4 and 8 of a 42 A lattice. The 
occurrence of this minor lattice did not affect the data 
reduction and analysis. The pattern in panel B does not 
appear phase separated, with h = 1-5, 9 clearly visible. 
The equatorial diffractions from both panels are discussed 
below. 

Electron density profiles were determined for DEPN-8 
as a function of temperature at 95-98% rh from the two- 

Fig. 2. Typical two-dimensional diffraction patterns collected on X-ray film. The two-dimensional X-ray diffraction pattern for DEPN-8 at 7.8OC 
(A, left) and 24.OoC (R, right) are shown in the composite photograph. Both the low and high angle diffraction are visible. The hole in the center 
is the shadow of the beamstop. 

Skita et al. Bilayer characteristics of a diether phosphonolipid analog of DPPC 1121 
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dimensional X-ray diffraction studies (Fig. 3). The in- 
tegrated intensities [I(h)] and their corresponding phases 
[+(h)] (see Methods) are shown in Table 3. I(h) and +(h) 
are used to calculate e(.) for DEPN-8 at 9598% rh and 
7.8, 24.0, and 31.1OC according to equation 1. The termi- 
nology used to describe the anatomy of membrane bi- 
layers has been clarified by Wiener and White (26) and 
has been recently reviewed by White and Wimley (27). 
With this in mind, the inter-bilayer waterspace is ob- 
served for d/2 > IzI > -18.0 A ,  the phosphoaolipid 
headgroup is observed from -18.0> IzI  > -13.5 A ,  the 
glycerol backbone is observed from -13.5 > IzI > -9.5 A ,  
the acyl chain region from IzI < -9.5 A ,  with the bilayer 
center at 0 A ,  in Fig. 3. The electron dense features at 
k15.25, k15.45 and k15.55 A (corresponding to the 7.8, 
24.0, and 31.1OC electron density profiles, respectively) 
are interpreted as the centers of mass of the phosphono- 
lipid headgroups. Thus, the distance between the phos- 
phonolipid headgroup region of the DEPN-8 bilayers are 
30.5, 30.9, and 31.1 A for the 7.8, 24.0, and 31.1OC 
bilayers, respectively. The profiles show a marked increase 
in electron density in the interior 10 A of the bilayer. This 
clearly demonstrates that the acyl chains of opposing 
membrane leaflets are interdigitated in the interior of the 
membrane. 

Structure factors (Fig. 4) were calculated for DEPN-8 
at 95-98% rh and 7.8, 24.0, and 31.1OC according to 
equation 2 to evaluate our phase assignments (Table 3). 
As illustrated, F(s)7 ~ O C  and F(S)24 ooc are E ry  similar. 
This indicates that the two electron density profiles are 
very similar, almost isomorphous, save for the waterspace 
(28). F ( s ) ~ ~  Ioc substantially differs from F(s)7 8oC and 
F(s)2400C for 0.11 < s <  0.17 A-'. Note, however, that 
e(z)31 1 0 ~  differs substantially from e(z)7 8 0 ~  and e(z)24 ooc 
only in the waterspace region of the electron density 
profile. Electron density profiles calculated by sampling 
F ( S ) ~ ~ ~ C  at h/d24ooc and sampling F(s)240°C at h/d7aoc 
are very similar (data not shown) and demonstrate that 

-1.01 . , , . . , I 
9 18 

z 8) -18 -9 

Fig. 3. Electron density plot for DEPN-8. Figure shows the electron 
density profiles for DEPN-8 at 98% rh at 7.8OC (solid line), 24.OoC 
(short dash), and 31.1OC (long dash). Profiles were normalized to set the 
largest electron density feature to 1.0; scale factors for e(.) at 7.8, 24.0, 
and 31.1OC were 1.064, 1.081, and 0,919, respectively. Additionally, e(.) 
was "contrast" adjusted so that Ce(z) = 0 (always <0.75%). 

these two structures share the same F(s). Note, F ( S ) ~ ~ . O O C  
nearly predicts the extinction of I ' (4)7 .80~.  The struc- 
ture factors for DEPN-8 at 95-98% rh and 7.8, 24.0, and 
31.1 are totally consistent with the assignment of c$(h) as 
-1, -1, +1, -1, -1, +1, +1, +1, +1 for h = 1,9. If +(5) 
is changed to +1 the following observations are made 
(calculations not shown). First, F ( ~ ) 2 4 . 0 0 ~  does not predict 
the extinction of 1' (4)7.80~.  Second, there is poor agree- 
ment between the two structure factors for 0.08 < s < 0.13 
A-I. Third, the electron density profiles calculated are 
neither isomorphous nor physically interpretable based 
on the known electron densities of bilayer headgroups and 

TABLE 3 .  Summary of integrated intensities for DEPN-8 

Temperature 7. 8"$ 24.0°$ 31.I"C 
Periodicity 46.9 .$ 46.5 4 41 9 4 
Resolution" 5 . 2  A 5.2 A 5 2  A 

Order V) i ( h )  W) 6(h)  W) 
(h) (counts) (counts) 

1 1 . 8 4  104 - 1  8.71 x 103 - 1  1.00 x IO' - 1  
2 2.35 x 104 - 1  2.30 x 103 - 1  
3 6.02 x 104 1 1.57 x 10' 1 1.29 x 10' 1 
4 1.89 x 103 - 1  8.27 x 103 - 1  

6 
7 
8 2.67 x 103 1 
9 9.95 x 103 1 2.38 103 1 

(coonis) 

5 1.65 x IO' - 1  1.17 x 1 0 3 ,  - 1  

"Resolution, calculated by dividing the periodicity by h,,,.,, . 
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- 10.0 
0. 0 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 

s (A-') 
Fig. 4. Structure factor plot for DEPN-8. Structure factor plots for 
DEPN-8 at 98% rh at 7.8OC (solid line), 24.OoC (short dash), and 31.1OC 
(long dash) are shown. The structure factor plots are tagged at s = h/d 
by squares (7.8OC), triangles (24.OoC), and diamonds (31.1OC). The con- 
trast adjustment forces F(0) = 0, and compensates for artifacts in- 
troduced by the normalizing e(.). 

acyl chains. For instance, Q ( z ) ~ . ~ c  predicts an electron 
dense feature in the center of the bilayer with nearly 
equal magnitude to the phosphonolipid headgroup, and 
e ( z ) 2 4 p C  predicts an electron dense feature in the center 
of the bilayer with about half the magnitude to the phos- 
phonolipid headgroup. 

High angle scatter indicative of in-plane acyl chain 
packing was observed at or near the equator at 0.0 ~fr loo, 
for the interdigitated phase. This demonstrates that there 
is no appreciable acyl chain tilt in the Lint phase, thus 
warranting the nomenclature Lg;. A strong maxima is 
observed at U4.1 A-l, and a broad shoulder at U4.3 A-I 
at 31.1OC (Fig. 5). At 24.OoC the U4.3 A-1 shoulder has 
been replaced by an even broader shoulder at U4.4 A-1, 
and a hint of a shoulder at U3.8 A-l (Figs. 2, 5). The max- 
ima at 114.1 A-l is still present. At 7.8OC the shoulder at 
113.8 A-' is pronounced and broad (Figs. 2, 5). The U4.4 
A-l is reduced somewhat, and the maxima at U4.1 A-1 is 
still observed. 

Calorimetric measurements were made on oriented 
multilayer stacks of DEPN-8 and DPPC as a function of rh, 
to correlate lyotropically induced thermal phase behavior 
with the X-ray scattering results and to confirm full lipid 
hydration conditions (D. Chester and B. Shnayder, sub- 
mitted for publication). Figure 6A, B shows representa- 
tive calorimetric scans for DEPN-8 under different hydra- 
tion conditions. DSC on DEPN-8 MLV in solution reveal 
a first order kinetic transition with a T, and AHc of 
44.99 k 0.08OC and 61.97 k 3.22 J/g Il0.16 Kcal/mol], 

respectively (Fig. 6A). There was no evidence of either a 
pretransition or subtransition event. Heating and cooling 
scans on these vesicles demonstrated the anticipated hys- 
teresis observed for the lipid gel state melting and a single 
first order renucleation process. A first order kinetic tran- 
sition with a T, = 40.94 k 0.22OC and AHc = 43.94 * 
3.13 J/g [7.71 Kcal/mol] was observed for DPPC, respec- 
tively. A pretransition at T,, = 36.39 * 0.27OC and 
AH, = 6.73 k 1.02 J/g [1.18 Kcal/mol] was also noted for 
DPPC. These numbers compare favorably with values 
reported in the literature (29). 

The lyotropic effects on DEPN-8 oriented multilayer 
thermal phase behavior are shown in Fig. 6A, B, with 
each sample maintained at a fixed water:lipid ratio during 
the course of a calorimetric scan. In these experiments, it 
is important to remember that the samples are "trapped" 
at a fixed water:lipid ratio at 4OC. This differs somewhat 
from X-ray methods where the samples are subject to 
temperature-dependent changes in both rh and absolute 
water vapor pressure. Partial multilayer dehydration from 
98 to 88% rh caused an initial 2OC decrease in the 
DEPN-8 main chain transition from 44.34OC (98% rh) to 
42.33OC (88% rh). This is in contrast to DPPC disper- 
sions, which demonstrate an upward progression in main 
chain transition temperature with decreased hydration (5, 
30, 31). Recently D. Chester and B. Shnayder (unpub- 
lished results) have reported the same behavior for par- 
tially hydrated, oriented DPPC multilayers. The multi- 
layer transitions occurring for DEPN-8 at high hydration 
(98 and 96% rh, Fig. 6A) are clearly first order processes 
while the transition at 93% rh is no longer first order and 

n 
I r  
r j  0.8. 

Fig. 5. Acyl chain scatter. High-angle portion of diffraction pattern for 
DEPN-8 at 98% rh at 7.8OC (solid line), 24.OoC0C (short dash), and 
31.1OC (long dash) are shown. 
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Fig. 6. 
equilibrium hydration over saturated salt solutions (81-98% rh) at 4OC. B) DEPN-8 cooling scans for multilayers at 98 and 88% rh. 

Calorimetry. A) Representative heating scans lor DEPN-8 MLVs in excess solvent (thick line) and multilayers stacks as a function of 

resulted in a shift in T, to 42.4OOC. Further dehydration 
to 88% rh gave a recurring first order transition main 
chain transition at 42.33"C. There was also a slight 
decrease in transition enthalpy from 59.58 f 5.19 to 
50.23 f 2.99 J/g through this hydration rangr. Dehydra- 
tion to 84% rh resulted in a broadened first order transi- 
tion at 44.24OC and decrease in enthalpy to 47.27 f 3.86 
J/g. At approximately 81% rh, the thermal phase transi- 
tion was no longer a first order kinetic process, as indi- 
cated by both transition broadening and observation of a 
higher temperature hump, and enthalpy decreased to ap- 
proximately 20 J/g. As the multilayer samples were de- 
hydrated to hydration levels significantly below the 
bound/free water transition region, the transition moved 
to very high temperatures [66OCJ with indications of 
significant changes to the lipid. 

Figure 6B illustrates the cooling scans for DEPN-8 
multilayers at 98% and 88% rh, respectively. The 
DEPN-8 transition upon cooling at 98% rh had two re- 
nucleation maxima at 43.01 and 41.26OC. Interestingly, 
the cooling transitions observed for both for DEPN-8 
MLVs (not shown) and multilayers dehydrated to 88% rh 
were sharp first order transitions occurring at 41.26OC. 
The second higher temperature transition found for the 
98% rh sample (and for 96 and 93% rh, not shown) was 
presumably related to inhomogeneity in the L,+LB 

transition as a function of substrate or DSC pan surface 
interaction. 

DISCUSSION 

In the present study, X-ray diffraction and differential 
scanning calorimetry were used to probe the bilayer and 
thermal behavior of a synthetic diether phosphonolipid 
analog (DEPN-8) of the primary lung surfactant glycero- 
phospholipid DPPC. Results showed that in contrast to 
DPPC, DEPN-8 formed interdigitated bilayers at temper- 
atures below its gel to liquid crystal transition at high rela- 
tive humidity (Tables 1, 2). Electron density profiles and 
structure factor plots were also constructed for DEPN-8 
from complete assessments of lamellar and in plane scat- 
ter, further defining the interdigitated state (Table 3, Figs. 
3-5). Also, DSC results clearly demonstrated and cor- 
roborated the acyl chain behavior and bilayer transitions 
observed in our X-ray scattering experiments under the 
higher hydration conditions. 

Bilayer periodicity for any phospholipid is a function of 
hydration, headgroup orientation, and acyl-chain pack- 
ing. DEPN-8 can be in one of three major phases depend- 
ing on temperature and hydration (Table 2, Fig. 1). At low 
temperatures and high hydration, DEPN-8 bilayers ap- 
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pear to be interdigitated, with a characteristic periodicity 
of 42-46 A (Tables 2, 3, Figs. lA, B). The diffraction pat- 
tern for DEPN-8 under these conditions is characteristic 
of interdigitated lipids (32, 33), with a strong third order 
and a nearly absent fourth order. At lower hydration and 
temperature below T,, DEPN-8 diffraction patterns 
were characteristic of an Lp phase, with a periodicity of 
57-59 A (Table 2). Finally, above T, DEPN-8 was in 
the L, phase with a periodicity of 51 A regardless of 
hydration (Table 2, Figs. lE, F). The diffraction patterns 
of DEPN-8 in non-interdigitated phases were very similar 
to DPPC in the corresponding phases. Under appropriate 
conditions near the phase transition, multiple domains 
were observed with DEPN-8 exhibiting both the L,,, and 
LD phases (Fig. IC) or the Lp and L, phases (Fig. 1D). 

The phase choices (h = 1-9 of K, T ,  0, ?r, K, O ~ K ,  O / K ,  
0, 0) found here for DEPN-8 are the same for all forms 
of L,,, and are in complete agreement with those of Kim, 
Mattai, and Shipley (32, 33) under conditions of high 
hydration for the ether-linked phospholipid, dihexadecyl 
phosphatidylcholine (DHPC) at 22OC. For DHPC, Kim 
et al. (32, 33) did not report a phase for h = 4, 8, and 9. 
The acyl chains are not appreciably tilted, with the 
majority of acyl chains aligned (on average) along the nor- 
mal to the bilayer plane. The acyl chain spacing at 
U4.1 A-1 and the pronounced shoulder at 1/32 A-' at 
7.8OC (but not at 24.0 or 31.1OC) found here for DEPN-8 
is also consistent with previous work on DHPC (34). As 
with DHPC (34), the acyl chain scatter of DEPN-8 at 
24.OoC, and even more so at 31.loC, with its sharp single 
component, is indicative of non-tilted two-dimensional 
hexagonal lattice (35). In contrast, the acyl chain scatter 
observed for L,,,, 78"c, with the addition of a broad 
U3.8 A-1 feature, is indicative of a non-tilted orthorhom- 
bic subphase (35). The X-ray diffraction presented here 
clearly indicates a L,,,, 7 8oC+LInt, 31 1 0 ~  subtransition. In- 
terestingly, under no conditions could we observe this 
subtransition calorimetrically. As the observed calorimet- 
ric subtransitions are notably scan rate-dependent (34, 
36), this is one potential rationale for its absence in heat- 
ing and cooling scans. 

The structure of DEPN-8 bilayers as deduced from the 
electron density profiles (Fig. 3) demonstrates that the - 30 A headgroup-headgroup spacing is invariant from 
7.8OC to 31.loC, as is the structure of the acyl chain 
region. The major changes in the profile structure with in- 
creased temperature from 7.8OC to 31.1OC occurs in the 
waterspace. At 31.loC, the bilayer appears less hydrated 
than at the lower temperatures as evidenced by the 
decrease in electron density at the edge of the unit cell 
(Fig. 3), and there is also a general decrease in bilayer 
periodicity in the L,,, phase as the temperature is in- 
creased (Table 2). At 7.8% an electron dense feature at 
IzI -11 A is probably due to orientational differences in 
the phosphonolipid headgroup (Fig. 3). At 7.8OC the 

headgroup-headgroup spacing was about 1 A Iess than 
for 24.OoC and 31.1OC (Fig. 3), possibly due to orienta- 
tional differences of the headgroup below the subtransi- 
tion. Our X-ray data have a higher resolution (5.2 A) 
than previous studies of ether-linked phospholipids 
(32-34), at least partly due to the increased signal to noise 
ratio found in diffraction arcs of oriented multilayer stacks 
compared to the rings seen in unoriented multilayer vesi- 
cles. By orienting our samples, a direct measurement of 
the acyl chain tilt was also possible. 

Although the bilayer behavior of DEPN-8 was very 
similar to that found earlier for DHPC (32-34, 36), some 
differences did exist in thermal properties. While the 
main chain thermal phase transitions of DHPC and 
DEPN-8 are similar, 44.2 versus 44.99OC for MLV prepa- 
rations, the calorimetric phase behavior is strikingly dis- 
similar. In our DSC experiments with DEPN-8 there was 
no observation of either subtransitional or pretransitional 
events, in agreement with the work of Lu et al. (12). 
DHPC, on the other hand, elicits clear sub and pretransi- 
tions that can be observed both on heating and cooling 
(34, 36). Also, our DSC results with DEPN-8 clearly 
demonstrate a decreased transition temperature upon ini- 
tial dehydration to the range of 88% rh (Fig. 6). The 
studies of Kim et al. (32) demonstrate that upon dehydra- 
tion, the DHPC transition processes smoothly to a limit- 
ing temperature of 74.2OC at 4.8% water or approxi- 
mately 2 waterdipid. 

The ether linkage in DEPN-8 is most likely the 
dominant factor in its ability to form interdigitated 
bilayers in contrast to ester-linked DPPC. Only under ex- 
treme conditions of high pressure (37) has pure DPPC 
been observed to form interdigitated bilayers. Several 
laboratories have investigated the formation of solute- 
induced interdigitated phases for DPPC, including sys- 
tems with cychlohexanol(38), n-butanol(39), and ethanol 
(40-43). However, under physiological conditions, DPPC 
does not appear to interdigitate. The DHPC and DPPC 
molecules differ solely in the ether versus ester linkage 
group at the chain-backbone junction, showing that this 
structural property alone can give rise to Lint. The elec- 
tron density profile structures reported for DHPC 
(32-34) under similar conditions of hydration and tem- 
perature, are very similar to those observed here. This in- 
dicates that changing the headgroup phosphate in DHPC 
to a phosphonate in DEPN-8 does not effect the formation 
of intergiditated bilayers by the respective molecules. 

Glycerolipids esters possess a hydrogen-accepting 
group for hydrogen bonding, but lack a hydrogen- 
donating group in the glycerol-backbone region (44). In 
contrast, glycerolipid ethers completely lack the ability to 
from hydrogen bonds in glycerol-backbone region. This 
in turn may lead to the greater hydrophobicity observed 
in ether-linked phospholipids when compared to ester- 
linked phospholipids. This affects a number of molecular 
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properties including lower hydration (44) and closer acyl 
chain packing (36) in glycerolipid ethers. The  ether link- 
age also has a more flexible and mobile character than the 
ester linkage (45). T h e  disappearance of interdigitated 
bilayers for DEPN-8 at lower relative humidities (below 
about 90% rh at  low temperature in Table 2) suggests that 
a minimum limit of overall headgroup hydration is neces- 
sary to allow the interdigitated bilayer form to be stable, 
although decreased hydration in the chain-backbone 
region (in ether-linked versus ester-linked compounds) 
favors interdigitation. 

The  ability of DEPN-8 to form interdigitated bilayers 
may be important for its previously defined differences in 
surface activity compared to DPPC. Both DEPN-8 and 
DPPC can generate extremely low surface tensions in dy- 
namically compressed films at  the air-water interface at 
temperatures below their L, phase transition (6, 7, 9, 
10). This behavior can be correlated, in part, with their 
fully saturated and  equivalent CI6  length acyl chains. 
However, DEPN-8 has considerably more rapid adsorp- 
tion and better film respreading than DPPC (7, 9, 10). 
T h e  fact that DHPC also exhibits improved respreading 
over DPPC in dynamically cycled films at the air-water 
interface at  room temperature (9, 10) further suggests that 
the ether linkage is more important than the phosphate/ 
phosphonate group in this surface behavior. 

In  summary, X-ray diffraction has been used to evalu- 
ate the phase behavior of DEPN-8, a diether phosphono- 
lipid analog of DPPC. DPPC and DEPN-8 formed simi- 
lar lamellar assemblies at  all humidities (66-98%) above 
the L, phase transition temperature, and at  low relative 
humidity below the liquid crystal transition. However, at 
high humidity for temperatures below the liquid crystal 
transition, DEPN-8 formed interdigitated bilayers, which 
may be related to the surface property differences (en- 
hanced adsorption and film dynamic respreading) that 
this molecule exhibits compared to DPPC. 
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